Dear Community and Allies,

We are excited to announce that Proud Haven and Trans YOUUniting are making a big move - into one space, together. Proud Haven and Trans YOUUniting already have a long standing history of collaborating on important community projects that impact our community like our young adult Trans and non binary shelter, Haven House. Our programs and work have constantly expanded since we moved to the north side in July 2018 and continued collaborating with Trans YOUUniting. Rent is expensive and we all know a shared burden is a burden halved. It’s been long enough - it’s time for the Uhaul.

Collectively our agencies have been working for the community almost 20 years and our staff and leadership collectively over 50 years. We are looking forward to walking into this next chapter of communal collaborative support together. Please join us in supporting our new collaborative endeavor to increase connections and support Black, Brown, Queer, Trans, Non Binary and LGBIA+ friends, family, and allied community with resources, referrals, direct services, workshops, and more. We have dubbed this communal space QMNTY (say the letters out loud :) Center.

With this new shared communal adaptable space, our QMNTY center, we will have twice as much space to work in and share with the community as a whole. Our goal is to open on December 1st, 2022. This will mean a build out, deep cleaning, new flooring, new electrical and updated plumbing, and fresh coats of paint, office supplies, and more.

As respected and vital members of our community, your sponsorship will enable us to do the necessary work to do this dream expansion in a short turn-around time that will support our expanding and ever evolving programing and services.
Our sponsorship level packages are as follows:

- **Progress Flag Sponsor** ($20,000--Two available)
  - Your Logo displayed on our website as a Progress Flag Sponsor of our expansion
  - Inclusion in 12 of our future Email blasts under Expansion benefactor.
  - Two monthly advertisements across both Proud Haven and Trans YOUnitings social media
  - Your Name, or honoree of you choice will be listed on a physical plaque that will be on display at the QMNTY Center.

- **Prism Level Sponsor** ($10,000- 2 available)
  - Your Logo displayed on our website as a Prism Level sponsor of our expansion
  - Inclusion in 9 of our future Email blasts under Prism benefactor.
  - Two monthly advertisements across both Proud Haven and Trans YOUnitings social media
  - Your Name, or honoree of you choice will be listed on a physical plaque that will be on display at the QMNTY Center.

- **Spectrum Level Sponsor** ($5,000- 5 available)
  - Your Logo displayed on our website as Spectrum level sponsor of our expansion
  - Inclusion in 6 of our future Email blasts under Spectrum benefactor.
  - Two monthly advertisements across both Proud Haven and Trans YOUnitings social media
  - Your Name, or honoree of you choice will be listed on a physical plaque that will be on display at the QMNTY Center.

- **Community Love Level Sponsor** ($1000)
  - Your Logo displayed on our website as Community Love level sponsor of our expansion
  - Inclusion in 3 of our future Email blasts as community Love Sponsor
  - Two monthly advertisements across both Proud Haven and Trans YOUnitings social media
  - Your Name, or honoree of you choice will be listed on a physical plaque that will be on display at the QMNTY Center.

Here is the link to sign up to become a sponsor. Custom sponsorship packages are available. Please contact Lyndsey Sickler Lyndsey.Sickler@ProudHaven.org or Dena Stanley at Dstanley@TransYOUunitingPgh.org for more information.

Thank you for your consideration and we look forward to working with you!

Sincerely,

Lyndsey A. Sickler
Executive Director - Proud Haven

Dena Stanley
Founder - Trans YOUniting